Abstract-Perfect knowledge of a user's power consumption profile by a utility is a violation of privacy and can be detrimental to the successful implementation of demand response systems. It has been shown that an in-home energy storage system which provides a viable means to achieve the cost savings of instantaneous electricity pricing without inconvenience can also be used to maintain the privacy of a user's power profile. The optimization of the tradeoff between privacy, as measured by Shannon entropy, and cost savings that can be provided by a finite capacity battery with zero tolerance for delay is known to be equivalent to a Partially Observable Markov Decision Process with non linear belief dependent rewards-solutions to such systems suffer from high computational complexity. In this paper, we propose a "revealing state" approach to enable computation of a class of battery control policies that aim to maximize the achievable privacy of in-home demands. In addition, a rate-distortion approach is presented to derive upper bounds on the privacy-cost savings tradeoff of battery control policies. These bounds are derived for a discrete model, where demand and price follow i.i.d uniform distributions. Numerical results show that the derived bounds are quite close to each other demonstrating the efficacy of the proposed class of strategies.
I. INTRODUCTION Renewable energy share was estimated to be more than a fifth of global electricity production at the end of 2013 and this number has been rising every year [1] . The growing use of renewable resources, however, increases the unpredictability and uncontrollability of the supply substantially. Due to increased supply volatility and the emergence of flexible load scheduling through smart appliances and energy management systems, grid operators [2] have already begun to rely on demand response technology to match the flexible demand to the temporal generation profile. With smart grid technologies enabling two-way communications between producers and consumers of energy, the utility can charge different prices depending on the anticipated demand and the need to run expensive peak power generators. On the consumer side, an in-home scheduler or a shared energy management controller can be designed to make decisions regarding modification of individual load profile so that the total cost of electricity is minimized from the consumers' point of view. The result will be an efficient system for both consumers and grids. With the anticipated dual increase in consumer demand and supply volatility, it is expected that such demand side management schemes will play an important role in future electricity grids.
There are two major drawbacks when using demand response systems that require two way communications between the consumers and utility: the inconvenience due to delayed power utilization and the violation of consumer's privacy due to transmission of fine grained usage data to the utilities. Prior research on the perils of Non-intrusive Load Monitoring [3] , [4] using smart meters have demonstrated that even without a prior knowledge of household activities or prior training, it is possible to extract complex usage patterns from smart meter data using off-the-shelf statistical methods. Rather than using schedulers and perfect communication in demand response, [5] showed that an in-home storage system can be used to distort the visible power profile of a user while the cost savings of instantaneous electricity pricing and convenience are guaranteed. The use of in-home energy storage, although uncommon in the United States, has been prevalent in developing countries for more than a decade now. Their use in developing countries has been primarily to bridge gaps in power supply. Today, the deregulated electricity markets and opportunities for consumer cost mitigation makes in home storage an attractive proposition in the developed world as well. Indeed, recent experiments by ABB and GM in the United States [6] have demonstrated the viability for small scale storage to supply up to 3 hours of electricity usage for a group of 2-3 homes. Their experiment demonstrated the cost effectiveness of such a system for small scale deployment.
To utilize an in-home energy storage system for both privacy and cost saving purposes, efficient battery charging and discharging algorithms are needed. However, these two objectives are usually inconsistent with each other because of the limited battery capacity. In our previous work [5] , we showed that a fundamental tradeoff between privacy protection and cost savings exists: if we use Shannon's equivocation [7] to characterize the uncertainty of the demand from the utility's perspective, the optimization of the tradeoff between privacy and cost savings is the result of a Partially Observable Markov Decision Process with non linear belief dependent rewards (ρ-POMDP) which is not amenable to classical value iteration techniques due to the high computational complexity. Upper bounds and achievable inner bounds of the optimal tradeoff for the basic model of binary battery, demand and price were given in [5] .
In this work, we study the general model with multiple levels of battery state, demand and price that any practical system can be reasonably approximated by and propose a "revealing state" approach to enable the computation of a class of battery control policies that aim to maximize the achievable privacy of in-home demands. In addition, a ratedistortion approach is presented to derive upper bounds on the privacy-cost savings tradeoff of battery control policies. These bounds are derived for a discrete model, where demand and price follow i.i.d uniform distributions. We use numerical simulations to demonstrate that this class of policies preforms very close to the optimal tradeoff between cost and privacy.
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. Section II introduces the related works and difference of ours. In Section III we introduce the mathematical model and describe the variables. In Section IV, we describe the revealing state approach to optimize a certain class of strategies designed for multiple level systems. Analysis on these strategies is given to serve as an achievable lower bound of optimal tradeoff. An upper bound is also provided. Sections V and VI give a numerical example and conclusion respectively.
II. RELATED WORK
Different approaches have been proposed to hide the information revealed through smart metering data. In [8] , a homomorphic encryption scheme is proposed to encrypt the data; the scheme in combination with a tree-type collection in a neighborhood provides privacy through data aggregation. [9] suggests the use of a trusted escrow service to collect the smart meter data and encrypt the collected information using cryptographic primitives in combination with frequent periodic transmissions from each individual household.
In the absence of encryption, [10] , [11] propose "distorting" the data to prevent information retrieval. [10] suggests that privacy can be protected by shifting energy usage within home: schedule the use of delay-tolerable appliances in order to protect the load signature of other appliances. [11] suggests a method to filter the energy usage data to hide information. In their solution, the frequency components with low power are filtered out. The privacy protection is limited to the short time scale such as the exact time of switch action, while the long term energy usage information is still exposed. In our work, the in-home storage mechanism can be used to provide privacy in both the short and long time scale with a zero tolerance on delay. As energy storage can carry memory and its status evolution does not need to have a specific pattern, the tradeoff between privacy and utility using energy storage system is a stochastic control problem.
When privacy constraints are absent, the optimal cost saving policies for an in home storage system are studied in [12] , [13] . In [12] , the authors consider a user with an energy storage and show that a threshold policy on the battery level is the optimal policy. In [13] , the authors consider a more complex model of a user with non-controllable green energy, an energy selling back mechanism and a comfort utility. They transform the infinite horizon problem into a linear optimization problem. Privacy was however not a consideration in [12] , [13] . In [14] , the authors consider using a storage device at home, and implement a stochastic battery policy to distort the instantaneous energy consumption. They analyze the performance by using a trellis algorithm to estimate the mutual information rate between the battery's input and output loads. A trellis algorithm is easy to implement, however, as battery energy storage can carry memory, a trellis algorithm does not consider the fact that eavesdropper can use the observation to estimate the past energy consumption. Another recent approach to address the privacy preserving and cost saving tradeoff in [15] defines the privacy as the "flatness" of power consumption profile and proposed an online control algorithm to solve the equivalent problem based on the Lyapunov optimization technique. We note that "flatness" of a power profile is an implicit measure of In our previous work [5] , a formal mathematical framework was proposed using a specific class of Markov modeled systems, wherein the incoming demand and prices are independent discrete time Markov processes. We used Shannon's equivocation [7] to characterize the uncertainty of the demand from the utility's perspective and defined it as privacy. Then we showed that the optimal tradeoff between privacy protection and cost savings exists and it is the result of a Partially Observable Markov Decision Process with non linear belief dependent rewards (ρ-POMDP). Some suboptimal heuristic strategies for the basic binary model were proposed and bounds of optimal tradeoff were given.
In this work, we study the general model with multiple levels of battery state, demand and price, and propose a "revealing state" approach to enable computation of a class of battery control policies that aim to maximize the achievable privacy of in-home demands. The algorithm derived from this approach is extremely simple to implement as it does not need to carry on any previous data and has only three stages with only one prefixed action in each stage. In addition, a rate-distortion approach is presented to derive upper bounds on the optimal privacy-cost savings tradeoff of battery control policies. We use numerical simulations to demonstrate that this class of policies is very close to the optimal tradeoff. Particularly, privacy is showed to be protected completely when battery capacity becomes big enough with the "revealing state" approach.
III. MATHMATIC FORMULATION
Consider a household consumer with a battery that can store energy. The user has certain energy requirements and can be satisfied by direct purchase from the grid or by discharging the battery. Time and energy levels are assumed to be discretized. Specifically, let t = 1, 2, · · · denote the time slots over an infinite horizon. The battery level follows a discrete stochastic process over the time horizon; let B 1 , B 2 , · · · , B t , · · · denote the sequence of random variables characterizing this process. Likewise, the user's demand for power and the instantaneous price at time t are denoted by D t and P t respectively. We assume that the random variables all have finite support:
(1) A pictorial representation of the energy and information flow is shown in Fig.1 . We model the demand and price processes {D t , t = 0, 1, ...}, {P t , t = 0, 1, ...} using two independent identical process with probability distribution p
The assumption of integer demand and prices are merely for convenience of explanation and easy expression. Our approach and results are easily extended to general price and demand values. The battery level is a function of the policy as will be explained subsequently.
The battery level is controlled using policy µ = µ 0 , µ 1 , ..., where µ t denotes the probability distribution of battery level given all previous demands, prices and battery levels. Policy: A t denotes the units of electricity purchased by the user from grid at time t depending on the instantaneous demand and price and his knowledge of past actions and demands. The choice of A t at time t can be random; when privacy is not a requirement, it can be shown that a unique deterministic choice of action is optimal from classical results of Markov Decision Processes [12] . However, privacy necessitates creating uncertainty in instantaneous demands, which is accomplished by using probabilistic actions. LLet
, p, a}, the probability distribution of purchasing A t units of power given D t units of demand and battery level B t . The design of Q t at time step t is a function of all available knowledge at the user's control mechanism which includes instantaneous price and complete historical demands, prices and actions. Let µ t denote the function that maps all available knowledge at time t to the probability distribution Q t , and let µ = µ 1 , µ 2 , · · · define the policy of the user in determining the level of energy to be purchased.
From the user's point of view, instantaneous demand, price and battery level are available at time t and consequently the user only has control on the probabilistic electricity purchase action Q t at the point (b, d, p) ∈ B × D × P and time t. However, since the utility is unaware of the demand at time t, an uncertain belief exists from the perspective of the utility over the present demand and battery level, and the privacy of the present demand will depend on the complete conditional distribution of action given demand and battery. Consequently, we pose the problem as one of optimizing the entire conditional distribution {Pr{A t |B t = b, D t = d, P t = p}, p ∈ P, d ∈ D, b ∈ B} as opposed to the point conditional distribution.
Battery evolution: Since the energy levels are modeled as discrete quantities, the battery efficiency is assumed to be perfect. In other words, 1 kWh energy purchased to charge the battery can provide 1 kWh energy toward the user. While this model does not completely capture the behavior of battery discharging in all applications, but it does capture the influence of a controllable storage to minimize information leakage through in-out traffic analysis, which is the primary purpose of this work. We do note that it is possible to model the efficiency of the battery by imposing an arbitrage cost on utilizing battery to meet demand, and we believe that the approach delineated in this work will suit the condition with arbitrage costs as well.
We require that all demand must be met immediately from a combination of direct purchase and battery discharging (zero delay inconvenience). So the battery level evolves:
(2) Utility/Eavesdropper: We assume that the utility or any eavesdropper interested in compromising a user's privacy cannot break into the user's home, so the battery evolution process or the user's energy demand are not directly observable. What can be observed are the energy amount purchased from grid A t and the energy price P t at time t. The goal of an eavesdropper is to estimate the full history of user's demands using all observations. The value of information does not fade as time passed, therefore the eavesdropper will use future observations to have better estimation of previous demand. We also assume the eavesdropper has perfect information about the strategy used by the controller. In other words, µ is known to the eavesdropper. Since the strategy is random, the realization of the randomness used by the controller is unavailable to the eavesdropper, and is an important factor in increasing privacy.
Privacy Measure: We quantify the privacy of user energy demand from an external eavesdropper using conditional entropy:
where the expectation is over the demand and price evolution process. The entropy is computed based on the posterior distribution generated by the policy given the set of observations. Note that the privacy defined as above assumes that the utility can use all future observations to determine the demand at any time (the joint entropy across the entire time horizon). As a result, the decision of the controller should take into account that actions in a particular state will reveal information about previous demands. Expected Cost Savings: The instantaneous cost savings at time t is D t P t − A t P t under the constraint of (1). For mathematical convenience, we express the energy cost savings at each time slot as a function of the key variables:
We consider an infinite horizon average cost saving model in this work. Many of the reductions presented can be incorporated into finite horizon models as well. The average cost saving per time slot is given by:
where the expectation is over the realization of the demand and price evolution and the probabilistic strategy at each time slot. The expression of expected cost saving function is simple, but the involvement of battery level introduces a time varying component. Weighted Reward: In order to study the tradeoff between cost savings and privacy, we define a weighted reward function:
The optimization of the net weighted reward (6) across a time horizon was expressed as a solution to a ρ-POMDP in [5] which is given by the following Bellman equation:
where the instantaneous reward at time t is:
(8) and π pr t = Pr(D t , B t |A t−1 , P t−1 ), the prior current observation probability distribution of demand and battery. π po t = Pr(D t , B t |A t , P t ), the post current observation probability distribution of demand and battery. ω(π
As proved in [5] , tracking the prior probability distribution of demand and battery π pr t is sufficient to obtain the optimal strategy instead of tracking the whole history of D t , B t , A t , P t .
Our objective is to provide computable solutions for the general model with multiple levels of battery, price and demand that any practical system can be better approximated by. The resulting strategy should be close to the optimum and converge to the optimum when battery capacity is infinite. In the subsequent discussion, we first purpose a "revealing state" approach and show the resulting battery level process is equivalent to a random walk process which provide a valid way to compute its performance analytically. We then consider a special case where battery capacity is big enough compare to the demand and demonstrate no information leakage in this case.
IV. A "REVEALING STATE" APPROACH
In the entropy based stochastic control problem described in the previous section, the battery evolution process is fully coupled with the demand process in condition that electricity purchase is observed and stored by the utility. The battery and demand process are estimated together using the electricity purchase along the complete time horizon. If the battery reaches the maximum or minimum level, the choices of purchase action are limited and the battery state is revealed. Such a situation is named revealing state which is undesirable. If the battery is at a medium level, the purchase action needs not be constrained by either battery or demand. This is a desirable situation named hiding state. So if we can formulate the policy that minimizes the frequency of revealing states and maximizes the frequency of hiding states between revealing states, then we are close to optimal.
The instantaneous privacy reward from (8) is bounded by:
where r P (t) is the instantaneous privacy reward. The bounds are trivial as H(π
. The lower bound can be achieved when H(π po t ) = 0, which means both demand and battery state have been fully revealed. Such a condition is undesirable. The upper bound can be achieved when I(D t , B t ; A t , P t |A t−1 , P t−1 ) = 0. An approximate condition to get close to maximum privacy H D is that the electricity purchase is probabilistically independent of current demand and battery I(D t , B t ; A t , P t ) = 0. Aimed to take advantages of this two observations, we designed a certain class of strategies showed in Algorithm 1, named Battery Centering strategy.
In the battery centering strategy, we classify the system state into three stages S(t) ∈ {0, 1, 2}. Assuming that battery starts from a medium level b 0 in stage 0, the electricity purchase action is made according to a probability distribution (10) which is independent of battery level and demand until the battery reaches its maximum or minimum.
π
Then, the system transfers to stage 1 if battery reaches maximum or stage 2 if battery reaches minimum. When system is in stage 1 or 2, the electricity purchase is respectively large enough or small enough so that the battery level can traverse back to the medium point b 0 to go back to stage 0 again. We call the time between the system entering and leaving a stage the staying time T stay (t) = max{t 2 − t 1 |S(k) = S(t) if k, t ∈ [t 1 , t 2 )}. 
The detailed proof is in [16] . The following theorems provide the mechanism to maximize the staying time T stay (t) of stage 0 in the system.
Theorem 2. Within battery centering strategies described in Algorithm 1, if Ea
The detailed proof is in [16] . In addition, as the equivalent random walk in stage 0 is unbiased, we want to maximize The detailed proof is in [16] . This theorem shows reducing the variance of X 0 t will reduce the speed of battery charging or discharging towards the limit. Therefore, minimizing σ at can reduce the frequency of revealing state with our proposed strategy. However, in order to reflect the influence of price to electricity purchase, a t yields a fixed function of price.
To optimize the tradeoff between privacy and cost savings is equivalent to optimize privacy protection with different minimum cost savings constraint. With theorem 2 and 3, the optimization of privacy with cost savings constraint using the battery centering strategies can be solved by a linear programming (11) to minimize σ a given equality constraint Ea = ED and inequality constraint Eap ≤ s, where s sweeps from EDP min to EDEP .
subject to
A. Analysis of "Battery Centering" Strategy
Indeed the battery centering strategy can be improved when the system is in stage 1 or 2. However, in order to obtain an analytical lower bound which can converge to the optimal tradeoff when battery capacity goes large, we consider the simplified strategy on stage 1 and 2 as they serve as transient process to bring the battery level to the medium level.
The expected privacy and cost savings can be calculated analytically for the battery centering strategy with given parameters using the fact that this is equivalent to a random walk process:
where Er i P is the expected step privacy (3) in stage i, η i is the time between two revealing state. The expected cost savings is:
where Er S is the expected savings over the complete time horizon. It is known that the accurate analysis of η for general step distribution remains to be an open problem [17] . Here we provide the computation for a special case in which cost saving is not a constraint and demand is uniformly distributed i.i.d. process. Assume demand is K-variate equally distributed i.i.d., for stage 0 we have
where N i (n) is the number of paths from one revealing state to another with stage i in between at step n:
where N clear Bi→Bj (n) is the number of paths from B i to B j at step n, without touching the battery limit. Using the reflection principle [17] ,
where B i , B j ∈ {b 0 , B max , B min }, B with respect to B min . N Bi→Bj (n) is the number of paths from B i to B j at step n, with no constraint:
where w i is the step size of the equivalent random walk and n i is the number of steps with size w i .
Combining (12)- (17), the privacy-cost savings tradeoff for the proposed Battery Centering strategy can be computed.
B. Upper Bound
In order to evaluate the closeness to optimality of the proposed battery centering strategies, we also provide an upper bound by considering a weak eavesdropper who does not update his belief. We assume that the eavesdropper only uses observations of a few previous steps and the entire m−horizon demand and price realization is available to the controller at the time of optimization (non-causality). The optimal weighted reward achievable by a non-causal controller against a weakened eavesdropper will provide a strict upper bound on any tradeoff achievable for the original problem. Under these assumptions, the problem is transformed into a classic rate distortion maximization problem.
where min I(A Sweeping over different battery capacities, we can obtain the upper bound and achievable inner bound on optimal privacy as shown in Fig. 2 . Upper bounds derived from m = 3, 4−horizon rate distortion problem with λ = 1. Achievable inner bounds of three different objectives are given by privacy first strategy with λ = 1, savings first strategy with λ = 0 and a strategy with given parameter π The achievable inner bound and upper bound of the optimal tradeoff are very close which shows the performance of our proposed battery centering algorithm. It is also shown that even cost saving first strategy can provide decent privacy protection. This is because of our strategy is designed to cancel the dependence of A t on D t , B t when it is not a revealing state. The convergence of all bounds to the ideal privacy protection H D under the condition of increasing battery size reveals the crucial role of battery capacity in privacy protection.
The bounds on optimal tradeoff between privacy and cost savings when battery capacity is 4, 7, 10 are provided in Fig.  3 . Lower bounds are derived when sweeping the inequality constraint s from 0 to 0.9 in (11). Upper bounds are acquired when sweeping λ from 0 to 1. It shows that the performance of our proposed battery centering strategy becomes better when battery capacity increases. The converging trend of upper bounds when the horizon is increased from 2 to 7 is plotted in Fig. 4 assuming battery capacity 4 and 8. These plots demonstrate the closeness to optimality of our approach. Figure 2 and 3 plot the bounds for optimal privacy and bounds for optimal tradeoff between privacy and cost saving for the multilevel battery, demand and price i.i.d. system. The converging trend of upper bounds with the horizon m increasing plotted in Fig. 4 demonstrates the near optimality of the class of Battery Centering policies. VI. CONCLUSION In this work, we studied a privacy problem in demand response system using a stochastic control model with multiple levels of in-home energy storage, demand and price. Using the idea of reducing the frequency of revealing states, we optimized a certain class of strategies for privacy protection and cost savings. Using such strategies, battery behavior is equivalent to a bounded random walk process and expected privacy and cost savings are analyzed to serve as an achievable lower bound. We then give an upper bound using the technique of rate distortion. Numerical example is provided as demonstration. Although the policy that solves the optimal tradeoff between privacy and cost savings remains an open problem, our proposed policy performs close to the upper bound. Investigating the impact of arbitrage costs and battery depreciation are interesting topics for future research.
